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1. Introduction. This preliminary paper has two main ob
jectives: first, to consider the scope and significance of the
method of cultural anthropology and, second, to uoderscore
the contributions and limitations of the statistical method as
a tool for social research.

•

It is often pointed out by well-meaning social anthropolo
gists that human beings can never be measured with precision
and rigor because they are human beicigs, The implication
of this statement is that human beings are the exclusive sub
ject matter of the humanistic studies and the social sciences
and that statistics as a disciplicie is not of much use to the
study of society and personality. On the other hand, social
scientists are often accused of making unwarraoted general- •
izations about Philippine culture and society on the basis of
what they call impressionistic studies based co limited samp-
ling. This mutual antagonism and suspicion between the so-
cial anthropologist and statistician can be explained by a
number of factors. One crucial factor is the mutual ignorance
of the scope and limitations of each other's discipline.

It is my view that each discipline CG.->:l make a positive
contribution to the other and that each plays a significant role.
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STATISTICS ·IN ANTROPOLOGY

in the field of social research. With these preliminary remarks,
let me now point out the nature and scope of general anthro
pology and one sub-discipline of anthropology-cultural anthro
pology and its methods and approaches in the research process.

Dr. Margaret Mead!'! has correctly defioed the boundaries
of anthropology in the following words:

"Anthropology is a uniquely situated discipline,
related in diverse ways to many other disciplines, each
of which, isi specializing, has also inadvertently helped
to fragment the mind of modern man. Anthropology
is a humanity .... concerned with the arts of language
acid with the versions that human cultures have given
of the definition of man and of man's relationship to
the universe; anthropology is a science concerned with :
discovering and ordering the behavior of man-in-cul
ture, anthropology is a biological science, concerned
with the physical nature of men, with man's place in
evolution, with the way genetic and racial differences,
ecological adaptations, growth and maturation, and
constitutional differences are implicated in man's cul
ture and achievements; anthropology is a historical
discipline, concerned with reading the record of man's
far past and establishing the links which unite the
potsherd and the first inscripticci on stone, in tying
together the threads between the preliterate world
wherever the sequence occurs, in Egypt, in China, in
Crete, or in a modern African state. Anthropology is
a social science, although never only a social science,
because in anthropology man, as part of the ciatural
world, a biological creature, is not separated from man
as a consumer or producer, member of a group, or pos
sessor of certain psychological faculties. Anthropology
is an art. The research skills which go i-nto good field
work are as complex as the skills of a musician or a
surgeon; a disciplined awareness of self is essential."

With this brief definition of general aeithropology we can
now raise the question: What is distinctive of the cultural an
thropological approach in the research process?

2. Methods of Cultural Anthropology. There are four dis
tinctive ways or approaches: (1) the holistic approach, (2) the
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prolonged participant observation, (3) the significance of lan
guage, and (4) the significance of cceitext and meaning with
respect to the anthropologist's informants.

(1). The holistic approach. By holistic approach here I
mean that the cultural anthropologist tries to study human so
ciety and culture in their totality. Culture means the way of
life of a people which has been learned, shared and transmit
ted from generation to generation by meaos of language and
symbols. In order to carry out a study in cultural anthropology
one should consider the total way of life of a people. All
aspects of culture-politics, religion, social life, economic life, •
aesthetic life, educational problems, philosophical view .of the
world-should be included in the investigation. The anthro-
pologist studies the integration of that way of life and there-
fore to uciderstand this integration process one must compre-
hend the matrix of their total life and their relationships with
one another. It is perhaps impossible, for example, to under-
stand fully the land reform program of our governmeot, if it
is viewed only in terms of its economic implications; it is be-
lieved that an ambitious program like land reform is more
thao an economic. arrangement between a landlord and his
tenants. Land reform has social, political and moral implica-
tions. It is therefore the method of the cultural anthropolo-
gist to study the economics of land reform in the context of
its social, political, religious' and other consequences.

(2) Prolonged participant observation. The second distinc-.
tive method of approach of the cultural anthropologist is the
prolonged participant observation approach. An anthropologist
does ';10t only stay in one barrio or tribe or nation for one
day and write a book out of this stay. The anthropologist
lives with the people and participates in their day-to-day exist-
ence in an effort :to understand the totality of their w.ay of
life. He does 'not ask questions right away because he be-
lieves that to obtain valid, reliable and significant information
or data he should first gain 'the respect and good-will of his

. informants. How does he go about establishing rapport with

. the village 'or .thecommunity he is' studying? The anthropo-
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logist, first of all, has to clarify his objectives to his informant.
He has to be honest and sincere in his dealings with the sub
jects of his study. He has to be respectful so that he can gain
respect in return. The villagers or his informant will first do
research on him and when his informants are satisfied then
and only then does the anthropologist start probing into the
details of their lives and the intricacies of their culture. After
gainicig or obtaining rapport with his informant he then re
cords as accurately and as faithfully as he can the way of
this people. He asks all sorts of questions ranging from econo
mic activities to such intimate areas as sex and religico

I have underscored here the term prolonged because the
anthropologist believes that to gain valid and reliable infor
mation O:1e has to have the trust of his informants so that
in the process the informants will tell him the truth. His
interviews should be carried out in an atmosphere of trust
and sincerity. They are done as much as possible in an informal
way for the convenience of the natives. The anthropologist
should therefore make an effort to stay long for accuracy in
the recording and reporting of day to day events, and in prob
ing icito the intimate lives of the natives. This can only be
possible by overcoming the language problem.

(3) Language problem. A genuine anthropologist who is
studying another culture or way of life other thao his own

• should know the language of his informant for a number of
obvious reasons. It has been pointed out by students of lan
guage and culture that language tells much about the way of
life of a people and therefore by knowing something about lan
guage the acrthropologist will be able to know and understand
many of the complexities of the society and culture under
study. It is important therefore that the anthropologist should
study the language of the natives. The other alternative for
the researcher is to use interpreters. The danger of this me
thod lies in the fact that the interpreter may not be as ef
fective as the anthropologist would like. Full reliance on he
interpreter, to some extent, works against valid and reliable
data in anthropological research .
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(4) Problem of Context. One other significant point I wacit .

to stress here is that the anthropologist considers the problem
of cultural context and meaning b any attempt to analyze and
interpret human behavior or data about human behavior. This
is considered important because the anthropologist feels that
social phenomena can better be understood when viewed against
their social and cultural milieu or setting.

All these factors, methods or approaches-holistic approach,
prolcoged observational approach, language and context-in
deed make anthropology a more demanding and flexible science.
With this approach on methods in cultural anthropology, let •
me now review some of the receot developments in the use
of statistics in anthropological science and later the limitations
of the statistical methods.

3. Recent Trends in Statistical Anthropology. In a special
issue of American Anthorpologist (Vol. 65, No.5, October 1963),
a number of American anthropologists have written papers
dealing with some uses of statistics for the anthropologists. I
will review briefly these papers before going to the limitations
of the statistical method in the social sciences.

Edward T. Hall, in a penetrating article entitled "A Sys
tem for the Notation of Proxemic Behavior" underscores the
significance of the field of proxemics which is concerned with
"how man unconsciously structures microspace." Hall's methods
"refines categories of observation down to a finite scale of
particulars that is rare in social and cultural anthropology,
outside of studies in linguistics and terminological systems".
(American Anthropologist: 1961) .

. .Paul Kay[21, on the other hand, has evolved "a formal mo
del that can handle certain ethnographic data and demonstrates
the. kicids of predictions that the model can, and cannot, make."

Marcia and Robert Ascherf" of Comell University's Depart
merit of Anthropology have discovered "a systematic way. of
deriving an ordered matrix from unordered data so that it can
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be fed to a. computer." To the authors, "programming for a
computer forces .research to have a. clear goal in ordering data,
and forces the researcher to proceed to it in an orderly way.
This byproduct may prove to be as important in similar pro
grams as the final results.

Narol and D'Andrader" have tried to explore a problem in
cross-cultural survey in order to help the analyst to see whe
ther the relationship between factors considered "functionally
related. .. is an artifact of common historical circumstances
or truly functional. The underlying logic of probability theory,

., and culture diffusionist theory, is used in the form of two re
latively simple statistical techniques."

. Frank CC:':lcian[:;] considers a way by which "more and less
psychologically real descriptions ... utilizing informant errors
about public offices ... " can be differentiated. Metzger and
Williamstvl.Ior their part, have come out with "an analytic pro
cedure resulting in an ethnographic description that parallels
the categorizations (of events and their contextual meaning)
of the people under study." The author's method is based on
replicability, recoverability and its being microanalytic. Re
plicability here implies that another analyst should come out
wi th the same conclusions, given the same techniques and data,
while recoverability here means that "the original data can
be recovered from the analytic categories." Microanalytic here

• implies that "analytic categories are reduced to smallest pos
sible units commensurate with the analytic task."

4. The Limitations of the Statistical Method in the Social
Sciences. Although some eminent .anthropologists have utilized
statistical methods in their researchers and publications (e.g.,
Franz Boas, Alfred Louis Kroeber, George P. Murdock, Harold
Driver, among others), still other anthropologists feel that since
anthropology is more of a humanistic discipline, no amouert of
statistical correlation or computer techniques can make the
study of man and his works scientific (e.g., see Morris E. Opler,
"The Human Being in Cultural Theory," in American Anthro-
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pologist, 1961). The significance of context, meaning, and cul
tural relationships cannot be over-emphasized. Some anthro
pologists feel that the flavor or elan of a particular culture
should be explained and described in depth to be truly meao
ingful. The historic, socio-cultural and ecological context of
any social phenomenon or of human behavior should be largely
considered for a better understanding of human beings acid
their social interaction. Cultural process and values simply
caonot be reduced to sheer mathematical computations.

For example, how much of the values, the inner thoughts •
and feelings of the people can be revealed in a statistical table?
How much of human interaction goes on in a hurried inter-
view? How accurate and faithful to the truth are informants
not known by the researcher or investigator? Is it possible
that much cultural bias is done in an impersonal and brief
researcher-respondent interview situation? And as one social
scientist once asked: Suppose all of your informants are not
really telling you the truth? Where then is your science? I
believe this is where the cultural acithropclogists can contri-
bute greatly to problems of reliability and validity. The an
thropologist's stress on rapport between researcher and res-
podent, the emphasis on language learning, cultural context,
and the holistic approach discussed earlier might be crucial
factors that can neutralize the impersonal, brief, and sometimes
hurried interview based on set questionnaires. •

This is not, however, to discount the usefulness of statis
tics. A broader and bigger sample can complement the case
study in depth of the anthropologist. The rigor and precisico
of the statistical method can likewise supplement and comple
ment the approaches of the cultural anthropologist.

6. Concluding Remarks. The scope of this paper is limit
ed. I have not discussed the role of statistics in the other
sub-disciplines of general anthropology, archaeology, physical
anthropology and anthropological linguistics. These three sub
disciplines lend themselves to quantification more easily than
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does cultural anthropology. A':1d statistics playa very signifi
cant role in their methods. Suffice it to say that cultural an
thropological field research techniques can contribute to sta
tistics and vice-versa. But before this can happen anthropolo
gists and statisticians need to establish better rapport-anthro
pologists will need to re-examine the uses of statistics and sta
tisticians will need to reexamine their field and perhaps pro
pose new methods better suited to the needs of a field-oriented
science.
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